
1. John’s brother                                               .

2.                                                is doing an experiment.

3. Sandra is making                                               .

4. Mr. Jeff is a writer. He                                               .
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C Circle the subjects and underline the predicates.

1. Susan is a wonderful doctor.

2. The horses jump very high.

3. My father and I play the guitar.

4. The man goes to the museum on Saturday.

5. Some tourists like this city.

6. The club members meet every Monday.

D Circle the objects and write the verbs.

1. I visit New York once a month.                                  

2. The students hate vegetables.                                  

3. Tommy speaks German very well.                                  

4. I visit the nursing home on Monday.                                  

5. Jim had a new idea.                                  

6. They bought a nice computer.                                  

 

Unit 01  Sentences2

· Complete the table.

Grammar Summary

Unit

01

A Check the sentences.

1. Your shoes look great.  2. a wonderful time 

3. feel good  4. The girls are eating lunch. 

5. Jason was at home in the morning.  6. that smart girl 

7. In the cave  8. The babies are smiling. 

Sentences

B Complete the sentences using the word box.

the scientist

writes novels

cookies

cleans his room

Sentence Subject
Predicate

Verb Object Adjective / Adverb

Mary runs slowly. Mary runs slowly 

Jane talks fast.

We like English. We like English

The boy plays tennis.

He fixes his car.

cleans his room

visit

 predicate 

 subject 

 object 

 predicate 

A. Choose the sentence that does NOT have an object.

 1. The boy is learning Spanish now. 

 2. Jennifer jogs in the park every morning. 

 3. The company sells computer games for adults. 

B. Complete the note using the word box.

TEST

It               People               many churches               is a wonderful city

Paris                                                                      .                                  has many beautiful

palaces and museums. Also, it has                                           .                                           

fall in love with Paris when they visit this city.
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C Complete the sentences using a, an, some, or any.

1.  There                                                in this room.

2.  There                                               .

3.  There                                                on the table.

4.  There                                                on the table.

5.  There                                                on the table.

6.  However, there                                                on the table.

D Correct the errors and rewrite the sentences.

1. Do you like vegetable?                                                                            

2. Let’s put some sugars into the coffee.                                                                            

3. There are some chair in the house.                                                                            

4. I don’t have a homework today.                                                                            

5. There isn’t any waters left.                                                                            

6. Are there any red skirt?                                                                            
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· Complete the table using the word box.

Grammar Summary

Unit

02

A Complete the sentences using a, an, or X.

1. Pancakes are great with                      honey.

2. I think                      water is important for our lives.

3. She has                      pen and                      notebook.

4. Do you need                      salt?

5. My brother eats                      orange every morning.

Count and Non-Count Nouns

B Complete Jasmine’s to-do list using some or any.

1.  Today, Jasmine needs to read                                                           .

2.  She also wants to buy                                                           .

3.  She doesn’t have                                                           .

4. She also needs                                                           . She likes them.

5. She doesn’t have                                                           .

X

Count Noun Non-Count Noun

I have                               .

I need                               .

She is                               .

I want to buy                                

                            .

I want to drink                                

                            .

I don’t want to buy                                

                            .

I don’t want to drink                               

                            .

a book
water

is a table

Do you like any vegetables?

some booksbook

furniture

milk

apple

homework

table

chair

bread

egg

water

salt

A. Choose the correct answers.

1. She wants to be                actress.  a  an  some

2. Tony eats eggs with                salt.  a  an  some

3. We don’t need                pencils.  a  some  any

B. Choose and correct the wrong part.

Answer:                                                                

TEST

Sally drinks  water every morning. She doesn’t drink  some orange juice. And she 

drinks  milk at lunch time. She doesn’t eat  any salt.

Article Noun

a

book

artist

water

an

Quantifier

some

any


